Thank you for your interest in our bobbins and welcome to the latest Winslow Bobbins'
th
brochure (our 20 edition, version 6).
Over the past few years we have noticed that fewer brochures have been requested as
more use is made of the internet, particularly since the launch of our website in Spring
2010 - www.winslowbobbins.com
The website has more information, more pictures and offers a far greater choice of bobbins
than we could ever put in a paper brochure. It is also updated when needed, whereas the
paper version was often out of date before it was returned from the printers!
This brochure shows a selection of the most popular bobbins. The bobbins on the front
cover are approximately 80% full size and illustrate our 5 main styles and 5 different exotic
hardwoods. Over 98% of our wood is purchased from sustainable sources.
Last September (2017) we had our first increase in seven years. So we are happy to
announce that this year our prices remain unchanged.
We do not have retail premises and our insurance cover excludes us from selling to
personal callers. However, we aim to provide a fast and efficient mail order service.
An 'Order Form' is included in the centre of this brochure. If you wish to place an order
please detach and complete the form. Details of 'How to Order' are given on the form.
Your order will be sent as soon as possible and unless our holidays intervene, you should
receive your bobbins within 14 days.
If you require further information, or have any questions regarding an order, please give us
a call. If we are not available, please leave a message on our answerphone. Alternatively
you can e-mail us at: info@winslowbobbins.com but please include the word
'Bobbins' somewhere in the subject line.
We hope you will have the opportunity to see our full range of bobbins at one of the many
lace events we attend. We welcome invitations to Lace Days, Suppliers' Fairs and Group
Meetings.

CURRENT COMMEMORATIVES
(Please go to our website for the up-to-date list of Current Commemoratives.)
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The numbers/letters in brackets throughout this brochure refer to the illustrations
on the front and back cover.
†
Items marked with a in the brochure and order form attract a postal supplement.

BASIC BIRCH BOBBINS - style B (1), C (2) and H (3)
Midland bobbins (style B and C), in Birch wood, are available either polished or
unpolished. Honiton bobbins (style H) are only available polished. These bobbins can be
purchased individually or in packs and are particularly suitable for beginners.
Unpolished
Polished

1
60p
80p

10
£5.50
£7.50

12
£6.70
£9.10

50
†
£26.00
†
£35.00

100
†
£50.00
†
£65.00

BASIC SPANGLED BOBBINS (2) - £1.80 each - 10 for £15.00†
Polished Birch bobbins (style C) with a simple glass bead spangle.

BURNT PATTERNS (4) - £1.30 unspangled, £2.30 spangled
Polished Birch bobbins (style C or H) decorated with a variety of 'branded' designs.

DECORATED BIRCH BOBBINS (10,11) - style C & H - £2.00 each
Bobbins with polished head and neck, pyrographed and hand painted with enamel paints.
A short list is on Page 5 and the complete list of our standard motifs, including birds,
stylised flowers (style B), creatures, toys and objects, can be found on our website. Other
designs, including badges and logos, are also possible. As they may require research or
fine detail please contact us and we will provide you with a quotation.

INSCRIPTIONS - 50p extra
Decorated bobbins can be inscribed with a name, date and/or personal message - for
example a bobbin with a teddy can be inscribed with the name and date of a birth of a
baby. If you choose a floral design, and require a longer message, it may be necessary to
substitute a style C bobbin for style B. Polished Birch bobbins and Lemonwood, Maple
and Amarello bobbins, style B, C and H, can also be inscribed.

COMMEMORATIVES - £2.50 unspangled, £3.50 spangled
Our commemorative bobbins include Christmas, Easter etc. and Historical and Sporting
events. Availability changes throughout the year and the current list is opposite.

INDIVIDUAL SPANGLES - 80p each (£1.60 a pair)
Glass beads on stainless steel wire, ready for spangling, in assorted colours and designs.
Supplied in pairs unless otherwise requested.

SPANGLING - £1.00 extra (includes a 80p spangle)
All our bobbins, except style H, can be ready spangled with glass beads in colours to tone
with the wood or painted decoration.

SPANGLING WIRE - 35p per 2 metre loop, 3 loops for £1.00
Brass or Stainless Steel.
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CONTINENTAL BOBBINS
These bobbins are imported from Belgium, and are made from Guatambu wood.

PLAIN BRUGES BOBBINS (13) - £1.00 each, 10 for £8.50

†

PAINTED BRUGES BOBBINS (14) - £2.20 each
As above, but with one of a small selection of painted motifs.

PLAIN SQUARE BOBBINS (15) - £1.00 each, 10 for £8.50

†

PAINTED SQUARE BOBBINS (16) - £2.20 each
As above with a painted motif (cannot be spangled).

PLAIN FANCY SQUARE BOBBINS (17) - £1.20 each, 10 for £10.00

†

These bobbins can be spangled for 80p per bobbin extra.

PAINTED FANCY SQUARE BOBBINS (18) - £2.40 each
As above with a painted motif. Can be spangled for £1.00 per bobbin extra.

EXOTIC HARDWOOD BOBBINS
We offer a selection of hardwood bobbins in all styles (see also the photograph on the
front cover).
£1.80

Lemonwood (5), Maple (6), Walnut (7), Mahogany (8)
Amarello (A), Kingwood (B), Pallisander (H), Purpleheart (C)
Rosewood (9), Tulipwood* (J)

£2.30

Ebony

* (not available as Honiton)

All the above bobbins can be spangled with a simple glass spangle for an extra
£1.00.

LACEMAKING SAYINGS - £2.50 unspangled, £3.50 spangled
A Birch bobbin with a pyrographed saying and illustration as given:
"I ♥ Lacemaking" - red heart
"I'm a fan of lacemaking" - lace fan
"Buy bobbins, bye money" - pink pillow
"Happiness is a pair of bobbins hanging from every pin" - blue pillow
"Know lace, no money" - mauve pillow
"Lace is forever, housework is whenever" - turquoise/green pillow
"Make lace, make friends" - turquoise pillow
"Making lace is easy, to do it well is hard" - bright green pillow (11)
"Old lacemakers never die, they just lose their thread" - green pillow
"Warning! Lacemaking can seriously damage your wealth" - red pillow
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WISE OWLS (12) - £3.50 unspangled, £4.50 spangled
A Lemonwood bobbin, with a painted owl motif, in style B or C according to the length of
the inscription.
Once again we have introduced a further six new sayings, bringing the total to 192. The full
list is on our website but below are listed the 18 current sayings which we display at lace
events. However, all 192 are still available to order or at Lace Events.
For continuity, numbers refer to those used in previous brochures.
171 Doing what you like is freedom, liking what you do is happiness.
172 Friends are like antiques - the longer you have them the more precious
they become
182 I can do what I like so long as I do as I'm told.
183 I'm not a senior citizen, I'm a recycled teenager.
177 It's not a hangover - it's wine 'flu.
184 Middle age is when your legs buckle but your belt doesn't.
185 My memory is like antique lace - old, worn, intricate and with several
threads snapped.
176 Of course I don't look busy... I did it right the first time.
179 Retirement - Goodbye tension, Hello pension.
161 The man who says it can't be done shouldn't interrupt the woman doing it.
167 The trouble with retirement is you never get a day off.
186 The older I get, the better I used to be.
187 A friend is someone you can do nothing with... and really enjoy it.
188 Behind every great woman is a man asking, 'Where are my socks?'
189 By the time we realize our parents were right our children think we're
wrong
.
190 I'm not lazy... I'm in Energy Saving Mode.
191 Pins get lost because they are pointed one way, and headed the other.
192 Procrastinate now, don't put it off.

)
)
)
) NEW
)
)
)

STANDARD MOTIFS FOR DECORATED BOBBINS - £2.00 each
Style C and H. A full list and photos can be found on our website.

*Various colours

BIRDS - Avocet, Bluetit, Budgie*, Kingfisher, Magpie, Mallard, Nuthatch, Owl, Penguin,
Robin, Swan, Swift, Woodpecker and Wren.

CREATURES - Badger, Bee, Butterfly*, Cat*, Dog*, Dolphin, Elephant*, Frog, Guineapig*, Giraffe, Hamster, Hedgehog, Horse*, Koala, Ladybird, Mouse, Panda, Rabbit,
Seahorse, Sheep, Spider, Squirrel*, Starfish and Tortoise.

TOYS and OBJECTS - Ballet shoes, Balloons, Bells & Ribbon*, Clown, Cottage,
Football, Lace fan, Lace pillow, L-plate, Piggy-bank pig, Rocking horse, Sailboat,
Shamrock, Teapot & cup, Teddy bear*, Toy car, Toy duck, Toy soldier, Toy train*,
Umbrella and Wine bottle.

STYLISED FLOWERS (style B and H) - Blue, Mauve (10), Orange, Pink, Red,
Turquoise, White and Yellow.
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SPECIAL SPANGLED and SPECIAL CHARM BOBBINS
See our website for full details and photographs.

Any exotic hardwood bobbin, in style A, B, C or J, can be spangled with the following
special spangles or charms. We will supply the wood and colour beads as illustrated on
our website unless you state otherwise.
Prices include the cost of the bobbin, spangle and spangling.

AURORA BOREALIS ('AB') (36) - £3.50 each

Ebony AB - £4.00 each
Unusual 'AB' glass beads partly coated with an 'oil slick' or 'rainbow' effect.
Colours available: Blue, half-coat Copper, Green, Mauve and half-coat Silver.

METAL-BANDED HORN (37) - £3.50 each
Black dyed horn head bead with a brass or silver coloured metal band on Ebony style J.

CHINESE MIRACLE BEADS (38) - £3.50 each

Ebony Miracle - £4.00 each

Amazing iridescent colour under lights.
Colours available: Olive Green, Pink & Mauve, Red and White.

SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES (40 & 41)

(While stocks last)
Exotic Hardwoods - £4.00 each
Stones available: Dalmatian Jasper, Turquoise,
Sodalite, Poppy Jasper, Soo Chow Jade (Serpentine) (40) Turquoise Dyed Howlite, and
Unakite.
Ebony - £4.50 each Malachite (41), Rhodonite and Tiger's Eye.

INITIALS (42) - £3.50 each

Ebony Initial - £4.00 each
A silver coloured metal initial with coloured glass faceted beads of your choice.

SILVER COLOURED CHARMS (43) - £4.00 each

Ebony 'Silver' - £4.00 each
Alarm clock, Baby Bundle, Bells, Cat (lying), Cat (sitting), Celtic Heart, Christmas tree,
Cupcake, Dolphin, Dragon (fat), Dragon (long), Dragonfly, Elephant, Fish, Frog, Horse,
Horseshoe, Key, Ladybird, Leaf, Owl, Penguin, Puppy, Seahorse, Starfish, Teapot,
Tortoise/Turtle and World.

GILT CHARMS (44) - £4.00 each

Ebony Gilt - £4.50 each
4-Leaf Clover, Ballet Shoe, Bells, Birthday Cake, Birthday Card, Cross (small), Butterfly,
Elephant, Flying Pig, Giraffe, Japanese Fan, Lion, Monkey, Puppy, Rocking Horse,
Teapot, Treble Clef and Musical Notes.

BLACK AND WHITE CREATURES (45) - £4.50 each

(While stocks last)
High quality silver coloured enamelled charms - Owl, Panda, Puffin and Pair of Cats.

SHAMBALLA BEADS (39) and PAUA SHELL CREATURES (46)
Regrettably no longer available.
We rely on many different bead suppliers for the beads and charms we use and apologise if we
cannot fulfil your order exactly. Colours and sizes may vary from order to order. Please state
alternative choice, as appropriate, as we may occasionally need to make substitutions.
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SETS

- Decorated Birch bobbins with painted motifs and pyrographed inscriptions.

8 Bobbin Sets - £20.00 unspangled, £28.00 spangled
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(NEW)

The Lord's Prayer
Days of the Week
Dolphins
Magpies
Diets of the Week

blue, mauve or red floral design
(Monday's child… etc.) floral design colours as above
(Come you dolphins... etc.)
(One for sorrow... etc.)
(A parody on the 'Days of the Week' rhyme.)
A wrapped sweet design

4 Bobbin Sets - £10.00 unspangled, £14.00 spangled
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)
(NEW)
(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)

Bees
Butterflies
Cats
Countries
Friends in Lace
Glow Worms
Hedgehogs
House & Home
Ladybirds
Owls
Penguins
Seasons
Serenity Prayer
Teddy Bears

(No bees, No honey; No work, No money!)
(If you ever watched a butterfly… etc)
(Cats sleep anywhere... etc.) 4 different sleeping cats
(England - rose; Northern Ireland - shamrock;
Scotland - thistle; Wales - daffodil)
(Making lace with friends is jolly… etc.) A lace square
(I wish I was a glow worm... etc.)
(Where do you go in the winter time... etc.)
(A house is built from slate and stone… etc.)
(Ladybird, ladybird, fly away home... etc.)
(A wise old owl... etc.)
(I'm a little penguin… etc.)
A painted tree representing each season.
(God grant me the serenity... etc.) A swan swimming
(Our Teddy Bear is short and fat... etc.)

Christmas Set (A) - £18.00 (set of 4 spangled bobbins)
Four ebony bobbins spangled with a Santa, Bells, Sleigh and Stocking (gilt charms)

Christmas Set (B) - £20.00 (set of 4 spangled bobbins)
Four ebony bobbins spangled with a Skiing Santa, Stocking, Reindeer and Sleigh
(pewter charms, decorated with coloured resin)

Christmas Set (C) - £10.00 (set of 2 spangled bobbins)
A pair of ebony bobbins spangled with Holly Leaves (gilt charm with coloured resin)

Christmas Set (D) - £10.00 (set of 2 spangled bobbins)
A pair of ebony bobbins spangled with Christmas Trees (gilt charm with coloured resin)

Christmas Set (E) - £10.00 (set of 2 spangled bobbins)
A pair of ebony bobbins spangled with Christmas Wreaths (gilt charm with coloured resin)

12 Days of Christmas Set - £54.00 (set of 12 spangled bobbins)
Twelve ebony style J bobbins spangled with a gilt number and appropriate representation
for each verse of this popular song.
Please enquire if you would like to collect this set over a few months.
All the Christmas Sets are available in styles A, B, C or J and on other woods.
Check our website for details of other sets which make great gifts at any time of the year.
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